We introduce rugged fitness landscapes called match landscapes for the coevolution of feature-based assortative interactions between P ≥ 2 cognate pairs of tRNAs and aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases (aaRSs) in aaRS-tRNA interaction networks. Our genotype-phenotype-fitness maps assume additive feature-matching energies, a macroscopic theory of aminoacylation kinetics including proofreading, and selection for translational accuracy in multiple, perfectly encoded site-types. We compute the stationary genotype distributions of finite panmictic, asexual populations of haploid aaRs-tRNA interaction networks evolving under mutation, genetic drift, and selection for cognate matching and non-cognate mismatching of aaRS-tRNA pairs. We compared expected genotype frequencies under different matching rules and fitness functions, both with and without linked site-specific modifiers of interaction. Under selection for translational accuracy alone, our model predicts no selection on modifiers to eliminate non-cognate interactions, so long as they are compensated by tighter cognate interactions. Only under combined selection for both translational accuracy and rate do modifiers adaptively eliminate cross-matching in non-cognate aaRS/tRNA pairs. We theorize that the encoding of macromolecular interaction networks is a genetic language that symbolically maps identifying structural and dynamic features of genes and gene-products to functions within cells. Our theory helps explain 1) the remarkable divergence in how aaRSs bind tRNAs, 2) why interaction- informative features are phylogenetically informative, 3) why the Statistical Tree of Life became more tree-like after the Darwinian Transition, and 4) an approach towards computing the probability of the random origin of an interaction network.
In protein biosynthesis, the translation of sense codons depends directly There is a widely perceived need for genetically explicit models to inves-66 tigate theories about the origin and evolution of the aaRS-tRNA interaction In this work, we allow the availability of sites for matching or mis-154 matching between tRNA and aaRS gene products to evolve under direct 155 genetic control, making epistasis evolveable at site resolution. As such, our 156 work is related to population genetic models that study the genetic modi-genomes selected to maximize their weight (in the coding theory sense), that 185 is, to become "all ones." In the Discussion, we return to this model as a 186 natural modeling complement to the binary match landscape models that 187 we introduce here. 
Overview of Models and Results
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Figure 2: Set-up for models comparing fitness landscapes with different aaRS-tRNA networks and network encodings. Except in section 2.7, there are always a fixed and equal number P ≥ 2 species of tRNA, P species of aaRS, P codons, P available amino acids, and P site-types, the latter two of which are uniformly and maximally distributed within a one-dimensional amino-acid/site-type space representing differential selection on amino acid side chain properties such as hydrophobicity [92] (labelled as "coords"). To each sitetype corresponds a unique codon that encodes it perfectly and a unique amino acid that fits it perfectly. To each codon corresponds a unique tRNA that reads it perfectly. To each amino acid corresponds a unique aaRS that charges it perfectly. Panel A. The Binary Interaction Network Channel (P = 2) studied in subsection 2.3. Panel B. The P-ary Interaction Network Channel studied in subsections 2.8 and 2.9. (one-column figure) over site-blocks. In section 2. 6 may match zero, one or both aaRS species.
247
We define two different matching rules in our model through logical op-248 erations on bits. The first we call the XNOR rule and indicate it in Table 2 249 and elsewhere with the ⇔ symbol. Using the XNOR rule, the match score
of t i and a j , with i, j ∈ {0, 1} is:
where
is the logical XNOR of a and b.
252
The second we call the AND rule and indicate it in Table 2 and elsewhere   253 with the ∧ symbol. Using the AND rule, the match score m AND i,j of t i and a j ,
254
with i, j ∈ 0, 1 is:
where (a ∧ b) is the logical AND of a and b.
256
According to the set-up in Panel A of Fig. 2 Table 2 gives all genotype viabilities for the binary interaction channel 279 with one site-block under the two different matching rules, XNOR and AND.
280
The channel achieves greater maximum fitness using the XNOR rule because
281
it can encode two interactions simultaneously with it, but only one with 282 the AND rule. Inspecting the fitnesses of genotypes in consideration of the 
and that the multiplicative epistasis
of the XNOR rule is also always 297 positive:
2.4. The P-ary Interaction Channel over an Interface of Multiple Site-Blocks
299
We now extend the model of section 2.3 by assuming that the interaction 300 intensities of P > 2 tRNA species, labeled t i with 1 ≤ i ≤ P , and P aaRS 301 species, labeled a j with 1 ≤ j ≤ P , depend directly on their match scores 302 m R i,j with matching rule R, which are additive over an interaction interface 303 of width n > 1 site-blocks. To do so, we introduce two different combina- where multiplication in this case implies string concatenation, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ P ,
315
1 ≤ r ≤ n, and t ir , a jr ∈ B. We then order and concatenate genes into 316 genotypes as follows: g ≡ t 1 a 1 t 2 a 2 . . . t P a P . Denote by G (P,P,n,1) the set of all 317 possible binary genotypes with P tRNA genes and P aaRS genes of width n 318 site-blocks and one site per-gene per-site-block, of total length L = 2P n. For 319 any genotype g ∈ G (P,P,n,1) the match score m
of t i and a j in the XNOR 320 matching function is defined as:
where 
We now introduce a third matching rule, which we call the AND-XNOR, and concatenate genes into genotypes as follows (without loss of generality):
Denote by G (P,P,n,2) the set of all 339 possible binary genotypes with P tRNA genes and P aaRS genes interact-
340
ing over width n site-blocks, with 2 sites per-gene per-site-block, and a total 341 length L = 4P n. For any genotype g ∈ G (P,P,n,2) the match score m AND-XNOR i,j
342
of t i and a j with AND-XNOR matching rule is defined:
where (a ∧ b) is the logical AND of a and b. pair, one might define the viability fitness w(g) of genotype g ∈ G (P,P,n,1) as:
where 0 < φ ≤ 1 is a selection intensity parameter. The viabilities of eq. 10 are 352 positive and less than or equal to 1, and increase both as tRNAs and aaRSs of 353 the same index match while tRNAs and aaRSs of different indices mismatch.
354
In the appendix, we show that the function in eq. 10 is multiplicative over site- As simple and tractable as the fitness function in eq. 10 may be, it is more 364 realistic to suppose that the fitness of an aaRS-tRNA network is manifested 365 through its translation of protein-coding genes. We therefore wish to create a 366 decoding function that takes a match matrix as input and outputs a decoding 367 matrix that specifies the conditional aminoacylation profile of every tRNA 368 species.
369
We assume through the sequel that matches m i,j between tRNA species 370 t i and aaRS species a j contribute additively to their binding energy in an with all other kinetic rate constants set equal (see next section). between tRNAs and aaRSs, also comparable to data in [98] .
380
Define k as the number of matches required to diminish dissociation rate between tRNA t i and aaRS a j with m i,j matches, 0 ≤ m i,j ≤ n then may 385 be defined
. B. The scheme from panel A redrawn from the perspective of a single tRNA species t 0 alternatively aminoacylated (and instantaneously deacylated) by two aaRS species a 0 and a 1 of equal concentrations through catalytic steps with rate
Generalization of the scheme in B to M species of tRNAs and N species of aaRSs. All corresponding rate constants are assumed equal across all interactions except those indicated. (one-or two-column figure) re-derived the absolute lower thermodynamic limit over all possible kinetic- is (assuming perfect ribosomal selection of tRNAs):
where H(α, β) is the harmonic average of α and β.
436
More generally, let us define θ ikj as the ratio of dissociation rate constants 437 of tRNA t i with aaRS a k and aaRS a j respectively, i.e. θ ikj ≡ k 
where H N k=1 θ ikj is the harmonic average over all θ ikj , 1 ≤ k ≤ N . the decoding probability c(aa j |c i ) of decoding codon c i as amino acid aa j is 453 equal to c max (t i ⟶ a j ) of the last section, c(aa translational accuracy alone is the product of its fitnesses over all site-types:
We implemented this model in a Python 3 script called "atINFLAT" for Parameters used here are n = 2, k = 2, φ = 0.9, and β = 100. The fixed-drift loads are the differences between maximal and average fitnesses, which increase with the number of encoded interactions. Notice the discontinuities between P = 4 and P = 5; this is the transition where P > 2 n , the number of pairs exceeds available codewords. (one-column figure) 2.9. Selection on both translational accuracy and rate is necessary to select 475 for masking to reduce cross-matching 
which achieves cognate matches (m i,i = 4 for all pairs t i , a i ) and zero cross- 
Controlled measurements with wild-type and mutant enzymes showed that 555 only k cat correlated with growth rate and the following measurements of
556
(k cat , w) were observed, where w is growth rate in Luria Broth, written rela-
557
tive to wild-type [108, Table 3 ]: {(0.19, 0.24), (0.6, 0.6), (5, 1)}.
558
Using GNUPLOT 5.2 to fit two exponential viability functions w 1 (k cat ) =
559
A+B exp(C 1 k cat ) and w 2 (k cat ) = 1−exp(C 2 k cat ) to these data and also through 560 the origin, we obtained the following fits:
both with a root mean square residual of less than 1%.
562
We defined a new fitness function w AR (g) to select for both translational 563 accuracy and rate as the product of two fitness factors:
Using this new fitness function w AR (g) and k = 4, we obtained the follow- that genetic match codes can be selected to sacrifice code-words to achieve 610 shorter codeword length without cross-matching.
611
Our results are general. In Fig. 6 
646
The notion of "matching" used in this work should not be taken literally.
647
The essential feature of the XNOR rule is its provision of two ways to match fundamentally, the landscape of description is fixed and potentially much less 679 rugged than those match landscapes that we studied in the present work. We 680 content that evolving a description of an unevolving metabolite corresponds 681 to discovering an Easter Egg in sequence space. Under the assumption of 682 symmetric mutation, the "all-ones" genotype studied in the Appendix of Sella
683
[90] represents evolution to match any arbitrary, evolutionarily static Easter
684
Egg in sequence space.
685
In the present work on the other hand, we analyzed the problem of self- We conjecture that our present results will hold for these more com-726 plex models. We offer an interpretation of "matching" for our present re-
727
sults which applies to all of these more complex biological settings; namely, 
792
We can use our theory to roughly calculate the probability p(n, P ) that 793 an aaRS-tRNA network with P cognate pairs will spontaneously evolve to tRNAs have evolveable anticodons, this probability is
where N 2 (n, P, d) is the number of non-equivalent binary codes of length 799 n, size P and minimum Hamming distance d, E(n, P ) = kM N n 2 2 −nP H is 800 the expected number of random sequences achieving a normalized score of investigation is needed, but we believe that p(n, P ) may be surprisingly large.
813
The 
to be the sequence of p ordered values starting at the j th site across all t and , and that the viability W κ is multiplicative across blocks in a
), then the stationary frequency
By definition,
By the multiplicativity property this becomes
It needs to be shown that
tially, the proof breaks down to whether maximal growth rate constraint, Quarterly Reviews of Biophysics 17 genotype space with p sites per-gene per-site-block g, g H , g M genomes g ∈ G (P,P,n,p) t i tRNA gene/species, 1 ≤ i ≤ P or i ∈ {0, 1} a j aaRS gene/species, 1 ≤ j ≤ P or j ∈ {0, 1} t ir , a jr state-bits of t i and a j , 1 ≤ r ≤ n m ir , n jr mask-bits of t ir and a jr L genome length, L ∈ {2P n, 4P n} R matching rule, R ∈ {XNOR, AND, AND-XNOR} m i,j , m 
